A Volunteer’s Guide
to Trail Maintenance
Self-Print Edition
Ken R. Wiklund

•

This guide provides the basics of trail maintenance for volunteers working on
wilderness trails (natural surfaced trails)

•

There are many variations of the methods indicated and not all variations are
shown, local conditions or trail uses may dictate alternate methods

•

For more comprehensive information on trails, see the BC Parks Trail Construction
Guide and/or the US Forest Service – Trail Construction and Maintenance Notebook
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Safety & Planning
General
•

Trail work requires an extra measure of planning as the remoteness of many work locations
makes transportation of injured persons difficult and the time required for transportation can
increase the severity of some types of injuries or medical emergencies

•

Most typical trail work injuries (cuts, sprains, bruises, burns, heat exhaustion, etc) will benefit
from more immediate medical attention and transporting the injured will be to their benefit

•

Some types of injury (neck, spine etc.) can be worsened if the individual is transported
without proper equipment and training

•

Contact medical personal for advice before transporting an injured person if there is a
possible neck or spine injury and do not transport the individual if medical advice cannot be
obtained
Medical Advice Phone #: ____________________________________

•

When in a forested area, the risk level from falling trees increases with wind speed and
cancelling or postponing a trail work day may be advisable when high wind conditions exist

•

One individual should be the main contact for confirming or cancelling a trail day and all
volunteers should be contacted by a suitable means (text, phone, email, social media etc)
approximately one hour ahead (or as appropriate) of the start time as to confirm whether the
trail day is proceeding or is cancelled due to weather (or other)conditions

Before starting (1 or more days ahead)
•

In many areas the police, ambulance and/or fire departments will not respond if the area is
out of their jurisdiction or beyond their assigned role so find out who to contact in case of a
medical emergency, who the first responding agency will be and how long a typical response
will take for the intended project area
First Responder: ___________________________________
Tel: ___________________________________

•

Determine the number of volunteers with 1st aid training (and training level) and if no one
has training, find someone with first aid training to join the trail day
1st Aid Trained Volunteer: ___________________________________
Level: ___________________________________
1st Aid Trained Volunteer: ___________________________________
Level: ___________________________________
1st Aid Trained Volunteer: ___________________________________
Level: ___________________________________

•

Let someone know where your work location will be and at what time you should return.
That individual should know who to contact for help if you don’t return
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Safety & Planning– continued
Before starting (1 or more days ahead) – continued
•

Have at least one fully charged cell phone and determine if it can be used to
summon help in the project area

•

Have a GPS unit and/or map of the area with longitude and latitude markings so
as to be able to provide your position to first responders if needed

•

Carry blankets, tarp and ropes in the event that an injured person must wait for
qualified first responders for transportation and the weather is such that
protection from the elements would be beneficial

•

Advise volunteers to bring gloves, suitable footwear and a hat (The hat should
have brim that shades the face and neck if working in direct sunlight)

•

Have a flashlight, matches, food, water, insect repellent, sunscreen lotion &
bear spray

•

Have a forestry workers type first aid kit and check it for contents

•

Workers operating power tools and equipment must have the required training,
applicable certifications and related safety wear items

•

Advise volunteers to wear appropriate work wear for the expected weather
conditions and to bring additional clothing (jacket, rain gear, etc) in case
conditions change

•

Advise volunteers as to whether they are to provide their own food and water
or will either or both be provided

•

Advise volunteers as to the start and anticipated finish times for the trail day

At the start of the trail day
•

Before starting work, have a safety meeting to discuss dangers specific to area
including danger trees, wildlife, waterways, poisonous bites and other risk
factors – see sample form on page 19

•

Make everyone aware that persons that are operating power tools/equipment
may not be aware of others nearby due to noise and/or sight restrictions and
that extra caution will be needed in these situations

•

With a large group of volunteers, assign a volunteer the role of Safety Officer
who then moves trail work signs as needed, monitors use of power equipment
for safe practises & monitors volunteers for safe working distances and safe
tool use

•

Demonstrate the contents of the first aid kit and how to use bear spray and let
volunteers know where these items can be found

During the trail day
•

Workers should keep a minimum distance of 4 meters (12 ft) apart so as to
avoid accidental contact with tools being used

•

Use caution while refuelling power equipment as fuel tank pressures can build
up and spray fuel when opened for refuelling

•

Place “Caution – Trail Work Area” signs at both ends of the work area at a
suitable distance to provide notice to trail users (attempting to close the trail
usually does not work)

•

Advise the work crew to let trail users pass through the work area if its safe to
do so or to stop trail users and make them wait until it is safe to proceed
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Tools and Equipment
The available tools and equipment will vary by organization. Listed below are commonly used trail maintenance hand tools. The use
of power equipment will greatly improve the rate at which work can be accomplished. See the Resources section for more
information on tools and equipment.

Signs - Safety item used
to notify trail users

Pin Flags - Marking
specific work areas

5-Gal Bucket - Moving
soil, rocks/stones

Wheelbarrow –
General trail work

Mattock Pick –
General trail work

Spade Shovel –
General trail work

Tamper – Used to
compact soil

Pulaski Axe – General
trail work

Mcleod Tool – Raking,
levelling & compacting

Loppers- Trimming of
branches

Bow Saw – Cutting &
Trimming

Pry Bar – Used to move
large stones or rocks.

Brush Cutter – For
brush cutting

Brush Puller – Removes
plants by pulling the out
the roots along with the
plant. It is an option to
continually trimming
back the same plants.

UTV – Transportation of volunteers, tools
and supplies

Chainsaw – Cutting
branches & windfall
trees

Brush Mower – For
brush cutting

Mountain Bike &
Trailer – For hauling
tools/supplies. The
weight of the tools
and the grade of the
trail will affect
maximum distance
that it can be used

UTV Trailer – Connects to UTV
to allow for hauling additional
tools and equipment
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Tool Kit – If using power tools
& equipment

Trail Brushing
Before

Trail Corridor

Trail Tread

After

2 meters

A slight protrusion into
the corridor is OK

2.5
meters

Trail Tread

Cut branches on all
sides to maintain a
balanced appearance
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Trail Brushing
Trail brushing is the process of cutting back foliage that hinders trail use.
General
•

All the foliage within the trail corridor should be cut back but it is not necessary to trim branches that are slightly within
the trail corridor

•

For a single-track trail, the trail corridor is a 2 meter (6 ½ ft) wide by 2 1/2 meter (8 ft) high area, however a wider and/or
higher trail corridor is often used for horse or off-road vehicle use

Grass & Similar Plants
•

Grass & similar plants do not need to be cut as they are generally fast growing and will usually return to the pre-cut
height in a short time

•

These plants have non-wood stems as a such don’t significantly affect trail affect trail users in terms of causing scrapes or
cuts

•

When a brush mower is used, the grasses will be cut along with all the other plants at the same time and this is an
example of a situation of when cutting of grasses becomes practical

Shrubs/Brushes
•

Cut plants as close to the ground as possible

•

If possible cut the entire plant to ground level even if only part of the plant is within the trail corridor as the plant will
usually quickly re-grow any trimmed sections if large amounts of the remaining plant are left intact

•

A brush puller can be used to completely remove the plant in order to eliminate the need for future trimmings

•

Brush pullers are more effective when high soil moisture conditions exist such as after a prolonged period of rain

Trees
•

Remove branches from all sides of a tree so that a balanced appearance is maintained

•

On smaller trees less than 3 meters (10 ft) in height, remove only the lowest set of branches yearly if possible

•

For branch removal, make a bottom cut about 1/3 upwards, then start a new cut on the top in line with the bottom cut in
order to reduce tearing of the bark

•

Leave a branch stub that is about 12mm (1/2 inch) long

•

Windfall trees (trees lying on the ground) should be cut so that the ends are not less than 1 ½ meters (5 ft) from the trail
centerline.

•

Move cut pieces of logs away from the side of the trail so that they not readily seen.

•

Trees taller than 5 meters that are within the trail corridor and require removal must be felled by qualified persons only

•

Cut stumps to ground level when within the trail corridor

Raking
•

Remove loose stones and/or rocks by raking
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Erosion Control Methods
Out-Slope, Drainage Dips, Water Bars & Knicks
Out-slope, rolling grade dips, water bars and knicks are methods used to divert water so that it does not run
down the trail in flow rates high enough to cause erosion and to keep the trail as dry as possible.

Out-Slope
•

The objective is to limit the amount of water that flows down a trail, however, water flow across the
trail is acceptable and necessary

•

For single-track trails, the trail tread should have a 5 percent slope so that sheet flow water will
travel across the trail and continue down the slope

•

Remove slough and berm and use this material to create a sloping trail tread

•

Shape the black slope to an angle of not more than 70 degrees

•

Create a rounded shape where the natural slope meets trail back slope and where the downhill side
of the trail bed meets the natural slope

•

For double track or other trails where outsloping is not possible or practical, a small swale can be
created next to the backslope (and parallel to the trail) to catch sheet water flow or other water
sources and then direct this water down to a drainage dip, water bar or knick where it will cross the
trail and be discharged (see illustration at bottom of page)

Uphill Side

Swale
Trail Tread
Berm (new)

Double Track or Wide
Single Track Trail
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Existing Berm (typical)

Rolling Grade Dips
•

The down slope of a trail is interrupted by a “dip” section and then a “ramp” section so that water is
forced off the trail at the point where the trail changes from a down slope to an upslope

•

As the grade gets steeper the overall length gets longer and depth of the dip and height of the ramp
become larger

•

Slope the bottom of the dip a 10% towards the discharge side

•

Sediments need to be removed from the “dip” section periodically

•

Make sure that the area next to the bottom of the dip allows water to drain readily away

Advantages


A rolling grade dip often has the most natural appearance of the various
erosion control structures



The long “dip” section doesn’t need to have sediments removed as often
as a water bar usually does

Disadvantages
o

Takes more effort to construct than a water bar or knick
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Water Bars
•

A water bar can be constructed of rock, soil, wood, rubber or other materials

•

The water bar should be constructed at an angle of 45 degrees relative to the trail so that water is
diverted off the trail with the bottom sloped 10% towards the discharge side

•

The overall length is about 3 meters (10ft) and the depth of the drainage channel and the height of
the top of the water bar can be adjusted for the expected water flow

•

A water bar is a more compact structure than a rolling grade dip

•

Make sure that water can readily flow away from the bottom of the water bar

Advantages


Easy to construct

Disadvantages
o

Unnatural appearance

o

May require frequent removal of sediments
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Knicks
•

A knick is the removal of material from one side of a trail in order to drain water

•

Slope the bottom 10% towards the discharge side

•

The overall length is about 2 to 3 meters (6-9ft)

•

A knick is often the smallest size erosion control structure

•

Make sure that water can readily flow away from the bottom of the knick.

Advantages


Easy to construct



Effective for draining a wet section of a trail

Disadvantages
o

Limited ability to divert water off trail

o

May require frequent removal of sediments
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Swales, Rock Drains, Drainage Pipes & Culverts
Swales, rock drains, drainage pipes and culverts are used allow water to cross a trail. The right
method to use depends on the amount of water flow and amount of trail use.

Swales
•

A swale is simply a shallow ditch that allows water to flow across the trail

•

About 2-3 meters in length but the width and depth can be altered as required to
accommodate the water flow

•

When the depth increases, the width should also increase

•

The discharge side should be cleared periodically as sediment may form and create a
puddle if not maintained

•

It can be hardened by placing stones or rocks level with the bottom

Advantages


Easy to construct



Not as prone to clogging as other some methods may be

Disadvantages
o

May need to be hardened with rock/stones to prevent creating a “mud hole” effect

o

The discharge side needs to be maintained so that water will flow across and will not
stand (pool) in the area of the trail bed
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Drainage Pipe
•

Drainage pipes allow for low rates of water flow under a trail

•

A good choice for drainage pipe is 4 inch diameter non-perforated weeping tile

•

Weeping tile is lightweight, low cost, easy to transport and can be cut with a utility knife

•

For some installations it is necessary to construct a catch basin at the inlet side of the pipe

•

Slope the pipe so that the discharge end is lower than the inlet (150mm or more)

•

The catch basin may need to be cleared of obstructions periodically

•

Place stones or other natural materials near the discharge end to hide the pipe

•

Cover the pipe with a least 150mm (6”) of trail tread material

Advantages


No open water flow that could become muddy



Low visual and trail use impact

Disadvantages
o

Inlet and discharge require regular inspection and removal of sediments

o

The pipe may become clogged and cleaning may be difficult

o

Excavation, pipe placement and backfilling will require more effort than a swale by comparison
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Rock Drains
•

A rock drain is suitable for low water flow rates and will drain surface water flowing on the trail

•

A channel is made and then filled with rocks/stones and water flows through the gaps between the stones

•

They vary in width and depth with a typical size of 30 cm (12”) width and 30 cm (12”) depth

•

A 4-inch diameter perforated weeping tile placed at the bottom improves performance

•

An alternative design uses landscape fabric or geotextile placed on the top of the rock drain with a covering
of 5 – 10 cm of trail tread material to reduce clogging from surface runoff

Advantages


Uses site-sourced materials

Disadvantages
o

May clog with sediments and there is no easy way to remove the sediments

o

Requires a nearby supply of suitable rocks/stones

o

Limited to low flow rates

o

Excavation, rock placement and backfilling will require more effort than a
swale by comparison
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Turnpikes, Causeways & Boardwalks
Turnpikes, causeways and boardwalks are used to raise the trail tread to allow passage through a wet area. Boardwalks
can also be used to protect sensitive or unstable soils.

Turnpikes
•

Turnpikes are used to raise the trail tread above wet ground

•

A ditch is created on each side of the trail and the material from the ditches is used to raise the trail tread

•

A 4” drainage pipe installed every 5 meters (or closer) allows for water to flow from one side to the other and
prevents a dam effect

•

Turnpikes can be earthen only or logs/lumber can be used to retain the sides of the trail tread with stakes or
galvanized tie wire used to hold them in place

•

Landscape fabric or geotextile can be added 5-10cm below the trail bed surface for additional soil stability

•

If installed on sloping ground, the lower ditch should have additional drainage channels (installed at 90
degrees to the side ditch) so that only a minimal amount of water will stay in the ditch

•

The higher the top of the trail tread is in relation to the surrounding area determines the effectiveness of it
with higher being better

•

The water table near the trail can be lowered by digging the ditches to a greater depth and providing a means
for the water in the ditches to flow away so that only a minimal amount of water remains in the ditches

Advantages


Avoids the need to re-route a trail around a wet area



Uses site-sourced materials



Low maintenance and long service life

Disadvantages
o

It may require a substantial amount of effort for the digging, soil
placement and compacting
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Causeways
•

A causeway is similar to a turnpike but without the ditches and is used to raise the trail tread above a wet area

•

Two rows of rocks or logs/lumber are placed on the ground the area between the rows is filled in

•

Using rock and stones allows for better water flow through the causeway

•

Weeping tile can be used to improve drainage from one side to the other

•

A layer of landscape fabric or geotextile can be placed above the base of rock and stones and keeps the spaces
between the rocks open to maintain water flow

•

If landscape fabric or geotextile is used, a 5-10cm layer of trail tread material is placed on top of the fabric

•

If available, rocks and stones can be used to form the trail tread surface

•

When logs/lumber are to form the edges of the causeway, stakes or tie wire are used to keep them in place

Advantages


Avoids the need to re-route a trail around a wet area



Uses site-sourced materials



Low maintenance and log service life

Disadvantages
o

Requires a nearby supply of suitable rocks/stones or logs

o

It may require a substantial amount of effort for the moving and
placement of the rocks/stones & fill
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Boardwalks (also referred to as puncheons)
•

A boardwalk is a wood sidewalk that is used to protect the soil when traversing wet or unstable soils

•

There are numerous ways to construct a boardwalk and the illustration below is a basic type suitable
for pedestrian or bicycle use

•

If the boardwalk will be used by horse riders or motorized vehicles, the construction would be of a
wider, stronger and a more complex design than what is illustrated

•

In general a boardwalk constructed of site-sourced materials will have the benefits of low cost and
ease of construction since fewer materials need to be transported to the work location however the
trade off is likely to be faster decay due to wood rot

•

A boardwalk constructed of rot resistant materials will provide the benefit of a longer service life
however the material cost and effort to transport the materials to the work location will be greater

•

Check with the land manager to determine if approval is required before constructing a boardwalk

Add ramps (soil or wood)
at each end

Advantages


Avoids the need to re-route a trail around a wet or unstable soil area

Disadvantages
o

Higher effort to construct than some other methods

o

Transportation of lumber to the work site adds to the time and cost

o

Depending on construction methods, it may be prone to a high rate of decay

o

Consider using a causeway or turnpike as an option to a boardwalk
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Culverts
•

Culverts may require clearing periodically to remove obstructions

•

Check for soil erosion around the inlet and discharge ends

•

Repair erosion damage by hardening inlets and discharges with large rocks or stones

Bridges
•

Inspect for loose, rotted, split or warped stringers (main beams), decking and handrails

•

Inspect for erosion near the structures that support the stringers (abutments)

•

The streambed should be kept as clear as possible 10 meters before and after the bridge by removing
logs and large rocks

•

When re-decking bridges, install boards with the end grain pointing up

•

Report any deficiencies found to the land manager/authority

Moisture Barriers for Wood
•

Wood rot requires oxygen, moisture and a sufficient temperature and if one is removed, the rate of
wood rot is greatly reduced

•

Wood that would normally be in direct contact with soil can be wrapped in rubber roofing underlay
which is typically about 1mm in thickness and has a self-adhesive backing

•

Roofing underlay often comes in rolls about 75 cm (30”) in width x 19 meters (60 ft) in length and is
available at home improvement stores

•

Once the wood has been wrapped, use aluminium roofing nails along the seams to prevent unwrapping.
Seal ends and gaps with roof patching cement

•

The wrapped wood would now have a much lower moisture content and would not be in direct contact
with the microorganisms in the soil that cause decay

Overlap area

Aluminium Roofing Nails
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Selecting Wood for Trail Projects
Rough Cut or Milled Lumber
•

Rough cut lumber is un-milled lumber and has a rougher finish and is slightly larger than milled lumber in both
width and thickness

•

The larger size and increased traction provided by rough cut lumber is generally better for trail use

Pressure Treated Lumber
•

Pressure treated lumber is available as milled or rough cut lumber (preferred)

•

The amount of preservative in the wood after treatment is called the retention level and check to insure that
the retention level is suitable for the intended use (wood in that is in contact with the ground or not)

•

Pressure treated lumber is often corrosive to metal so stainless steel or double galvanized steel may be
required for any metal joiners or parts used

Cedar & Fir
•

Cedar and fir are considered as being rot resistant with cedar more so than fir

•

Use rough cut cedar and fir

Spruce & Pine
•

Untreated spruce and pine lumber can be expected to have a high rate of deterioration due to rot

•

Treat these wood species with an approved wood preservative to extend the service life

•

These wood types are what many lumber yards and home improvement stores have in stock for general
purpose use

Site Sourced Logs & Lumber
•

A common practise is to use site sourced logs as the purchase cost and difficulty in transporting dimensional
lumber to the work location can be a deterrent

•

A high rate of deterioration may be expected if the wood is untreated and the species may not be ideal for rot
resistance however this can be offset somewhat be using oversize logs as the larger size of the logs will take
longer to decay

•

Sited sourced lumber is produced by cutting site sourced logs into planks, however the skill and equipment
required is such that it is beyond the scope of routine trail maintenance for volunteers

•

Measures to reduce the rate of decay for site sourced lumber such as the use of wood preservatives and
moisture barriers will extend the service life of site sourced logs and lumber
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Resource Guide

Tool/Equipment

Available At/From

Comment

Shovel, Pick, Axe, Pry Bar, Loppers,
Bucket, Wheelbarrow, Tamper, Bow Saw

1) Misc. Hardware Stores

1) Check local stores
2) Ask about warranty

Safety Signs, Pin Flags

1) Inter-Mtn, www.inter-mtn.com
2) Sign Stores – check local or online

1) Ski Hill/Bike Park Supplier
2) May need to be custom made

Mcleod Tool

1) Inter-Mtn, www.inter-mtn.com
2) Rogue Hoe,www.roguehoe.com
3) Misc. Forestry Tools Suppliers

Brush Cutter

1) Stihl Dealers
2) Husqvarna Dealers

1)Ski Hill/Bike Park Supplier
2) Tool Manufacturer
3) Check local stores or online
1) Use reciprocating cutter head
instead of rotating blade cutter for
increased safety

Chainsaw

1)Stihl Dealers
2) Husqvarna Dealers

1) Low cost brands often have high
vibration levels and can be unreliable

Brush Mower

1) Outback, www.billygoat.com
2) DR Equipment, www.drpower.com

1) Often available for rent at power
equipment rental locations

Brush Puller

1) Pullerbear, www.pullerbear.com

1) Various sizes available

Bike Trailer

1) Bob Trailer, www.bobgear.com

UTV (Utility Terrain Vehicle)

1) Kobota, John Deere, Bobcat

UTV Trailer

1) www.countrymanufacturing.com
2) check local UTV dealers

1) Requires custom extensions to carry
long tools such as a trailer brusher,
shovels etc.
1) These are utility models however
recreational models are also a good
choice

If you have any suggestions for additional topics or improvements please contact:
avolunteersguide@gmail.com
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HAZARDS

POSSIBILITIES

SOLUTIONS

Danger trees

Fall on workers

Depart from the fall zone of the danger tree
and contact land manager for removal

Dead or dangerous branches

Contact injuries (*eyes)

Remove dead or dangerous branches

Trip hazards: windfall trees, roots,
rocks, bogs etc.

Falls resulting in injuries

Mark or remove the hazards/diligence

Power tools: brush cutters/mowers,
chainsaws & other equipment

Noise, projectiles, cuts, sprains

Personal protective equipment – eye & ear
protection, chainsaw chaps etc as required.
Workers need be trained for proper use

Hand tools: shovels, rakes, pickaxe,
bow saw, pry bar, hammer etc.

Impact projectiles, lose control of
tool and create body contact

Maintain suitable distance between persons
using these tools. Training and diligence

Congestion of workers:

Trips and body contact

Communication/ diligence, Maintain
suitable distance between persons

Serious infection/illness

Advise workers of the potential of relevant
creatures in the project area and what
course of action to take if encountered

Exposure: sunburn, heat stroke,
dehydration, frost bite

Sunburn, illness or death

Appropriate clothing, liquids, sunscreen
lotion, limit time exposed during high UV or
temperature conditions, buddy system

Exertion: body straining

Injuries

Water: creeks, rivers, ponds, lakes

Drowning

Wildlife

Wildlife attack with resulting
injuries or death

Don’t approach wildlife, stay in groups, use
bear spray as a defence

General

Blisters, splinters/slivers, scraps,
minor cuts, head and foot injuries

Use gloves, long sleeve shirts and pants to
provide more protective. Use hardhats and
approved safety footwear to risk of injury

Venomous creatures: snakes, spiders,
ticks etc
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Training/diligence

Buddy system, diligence, lifejackets

checked

Safety Meeting Record (complete before starting project)

